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PROFESSOR MORGAN AND THE UNIVERSITY
CASEBOOK SERIES
A championship-flight professor of Procedure and Evidence must
be jack of all legal trades as well as master of his own. The flow
of classroom discussion in a good Evidence course does not respect
the channels set by law school curriculum divisions. Professor Edmund M. Morgan, as fully as any law teacher of our time, embodies
this ideal of the Compleat Lawyer. His students-and most of the
leading scholars in his field proclaim themselves to be students of
Eddie Morgan in one sense or another-have long been dazzled by
the range of Professor Morgan's legal knowledge and by the extent
to which he can participate, on a no-quarter-asked basis, in the
technical discussions of specialists in legal areas other than his own.
Professor Morgan's standing as one of legal education's few true
"generalists" is due, in no small part, to his long experience as one
of the great editors of American legal scholarship. No appreciation
of Professor Morgan can be quite complete without some mention
of his thirty-one years of critical and imaginative work as Directing
Editor of the University Casebook Series.
Professor Morgan organized the Editorial Board of the University
Casebook Series in 1930. His first associates on the Board included
Marion Kirkwood, Everett Fraser and Edson Sunderland, and they
were joined, after a year or two, by three men of equal law school
achievement and reputation: Albert Harno, Roswell Magill and
Charles McCormick. From the outset, this Editorial Board, under
Professor Morgan's study and independent leadership, exercised
complete control with respect to all questions of scholarly policy
encountered in the course of development of the University Casebook
Series, including identification of needed subject-areas, choice of
casebook editors, and approval of manuscripts. The growth of the
University Casebook Series to its present prominence as a source of
law school teaching materials-approximately one hundred active
titles at this writing-is traceable to the wise counsel of the Editorial
Board and particularly to the continuing presence of Professor
Morgan's hands on the controls.
In his work as Directing Editor, as in all of his educational and
public service undertakings, Professor Morgan is a believer in high
academic standards, in active scholarly competition, and in continuing experimentation with new ideas. Thus, early in the life of the
Editorial Board, a question arose as to the extent to which the
University Casebook Series should include competing casebooks in
major law school fields. Commercially, of course, it might seem
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disadvantageous to have more than one, or at most two, Series casebooks on the same law school subject, and, from time to time, a few
editors of established Series casebooks have not taken too kindly to
the Editorial Board's decision that an opposing casebook appear within the Series family. Whatever the arguments urged, Professor
Morgan has been resolute in his insistence that a casebook of quality
deserves publication, whatever the Series' other offerings may be on
its subject. The results of this Morgan editorial principle appear
clearly from the present list of Series titles: opposing casebooks in
Criminal Law, Taxation and many other fields; no fewer than four
casebooks in Contracts and six in Civil Procedure.
Another Morgan principle of Series editorship is the encouragement of experimentation with drastically new approaches to established law school fields and with materials in new and untried
subject areas. Michael's Elements of Legal Controversy, Mueller's
Contract in Context, and Hart and Wechsler's Federal Courts and
the Federal System are among the examples, over the years, in the
"new approach" category. Teaching materials published in the Series
at times when their respective subject matters were not widely
offered in the law schools include: Comparative Law, The Legal
Profession, Legal Method, Social Legislation, World Law and-it is
amusing to recall-Federal Taxation. The preface to the current
(5th) edition of Dean Erwin Griswold's Cases and Materials on
Federal Taxation begins with this warm acknowledgment:
"The first edition of this casebook appeared twenty years ago. At that
time, the problem was to find a publisher, because there seemed to be
real doubt that there would be sufficient demand for a course devoted
exclusively to Federal Taxation. Indeed, a publisher was found only due
to the active support of Professor Edmund M. Morgan, the Directing
Editor of the University Casebook Series."
Wisdom, firmness and moderation are Eddie Morgan's identifying
attributes. These qualities have characterized his editorial activities
as they have characterized the great works of scholarship and lawimprovement to which he has devoted his long productive life: his
own fine Evidence casebook, the Model Code of Evidence, the Uniform Code of Military Justice, and many similar undertakings. Who
in the law school world has exceeded Morgan in the ability to deal
simply and clearly with complex problems and great issues? Take
down his little Introduction to the Study of Law, and reread it for
what it is, the wisest and best balanced preface to law study yet
written in the United States. His post of Directing Editor of a major
casebook enterprise has given Professor Morgan a unique, strategic
position from which to influence the content, style and direction of
the materials of American legal education.
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It is fashionable at the moment to deplore the extent to which the
creative energies of American law teachers have been devoted to
casebook preparation, rather than to treatises and learned monographs. Should it not be said, in reply, that this preoccupation with
casebooks and teaching materials is the best possible evidence of the
seriousness, exceptional in graduate education, with which American
law teachers take their teaching mission? If, as many of us believe,
American law teaching materials are incomparably the best in the
world, Eddie Morgan is entitled to his fair share of the credit. In
the catalogue of Professor Morgan's achievements, this great contribution to American legal education deserves at least a footnote,
and I am grateful to the Vanderbilt Law Review for the invitation to
supply it.
HARRY W. JONES*
* Cardozo Professor of Jurisprudence, Columbia University.

